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How Digital Communication Works

by David G. Messerschmitt

Supplementary section for Understanding Networked Applications: A First Course, Morgan
Kaufmann, 1999.

Copyright notice: Permission is granted to copy and distribute this material for educational
poses only, provided that this copyright notice remains attached.

The underlying technology for transporting a bit stream on a communication link is digital com-
munication. In networked computing, there are three important types of communication link

• Backbone and business access links. For high bitrates, fiber optics is the communicatio
medium of choice in which bits are communicated through a guided glass medium by 
of light (a pulse indicates a “1” and the absence of a pulse signals a “0”). Its inherent 
capability is, for all intents and purposes, unlimited (see "Fiber Optics and Optical Netw
ing" in Chapter 20). While fiber optics is a remarkable technology, it is not applicable to e
situation, including the two that follow.

• Wireless access. Wireless access to networks using radio is increasingly popular, particu
for telephony. This popularity stems from the mobility it offers, and it is also convenien
nomadicity. The incremental cost of serving a low density of users in a given geogra
area is much lower than fiber.

• Residential access. While it is physically possible to install fiber optics to residences, the 
is generally prohibitive in relation to the expected revenues. Today, the widely ava
options for communication media to residences are the telephone twisted wire pair a
broadcast television coaxial cable. Neither medium approaches the capability of fiber o
although the coaxial cable comes closer. 

It is useful to understand some of the technical limits on the capabilities of radio and m
media.

What is Bandwidth?
Wireless and metallic media have very limited bitrate capabilities relative to fiber becaus
are plagued by restricted bandwidth. To understand bandwidth, first consider a single-freque
tone is illustrated in Figure 1.. It has a period  measured in seconds and a frequency 
measured in cycles per second. (The units of cycles per second are called Hz, in honor of Heinrich
Hertz, the discoverer of radio waves.) 

Example: A stringed musical instrument emits a tone like that in Figure 1., except that it is
cally consists of a sum of several frequencies that have a harmonic relationship (their fr
cies are integer multiples of one another). The lowest of those frequencies is calle
fundamental frequency. It is the fundamental frequency that determines the musical not
example “middle A” is 440 Hz), and the harmonics that determine the “richness” of the s
and the individual character of the instrument.

A given communications medium can carry a single frequency tone, but typically only for a

T f 1 T⁄=
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ticular range of frequencies. If the lowest frequency it can carry is  and the highest freque
, then the bandwidth of the medium is . This is best understood with a few examples

Example: A human child can hear tones from about 20 Hz to about 20,000 Hz, or the band
of the human auditory system is about 19,980 Hz. The telephone offers frequencies from
30 Hz to 3000 Hz, or a bandwidth of 2970, which is much less than the human auditory s
but nevertheless adequate for intelligible and natural-sounding speech.

When a radio receiver is tuned to “104.4 on the FM dial”, the radio is actually picking up 
frequencies with a bandwidth of 200,000 Hz (200 KHz) centered at frequency 104,400,0
(104.4 MHz). Radio stations are separated by transmitting on non-overlapping ranges 
quencies.

Each television station on a cable or over the air occupies 6 MHz of bandwidth.

Intuitively, the bandwidth of a communication medium is directly related to how fast the sign
that medium can change (note that a higher frequency tone changes more rapidly than a lo
quency tone). To appreciate the relevance of bandwidth, it is necessary to understand how
communications works.

Sending Bits by Modulating Pulses
A typical signal carrying a bit stream, illustrated in Figure 2., is generated and detected
modem (which is shorthand for modulator-demodulator). This signal might represent an elec
signal on a wire, or an electromagnetic radio signal through the air, as a function of time. Th
ticular signal conveys the bit sequence “10111001100011100111”. The idealized version
signal (at the top) is composed of a sequence of pulses, each one of which can have one
levels. The time interval elapsing between pulses is called the symbol interval, and the reciprocal
of this time interval is called the symbol rate. Those four levels can represent two bits, the po
bilities being “00”, “01”, “10”, and “11”. The actual level (and the bits it represents) is calle
symbol. At the receiving modem, the symbols can be noted (from the four possibilities) to re
the bits they represent.

Figure 1.  A single-frequency tone has a period T (seconds) and frequency f = 1/
T (cycles/second).
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Analogy: This digital communications signal is analogous to the blocks on the conveyer
Transmitting four levels per signal is analogous to using blocks pained four shades of gra
symbol interval is analogous to the time that elapses between placing successive blocks
conveyer belt.

The “square” pulses at the top of Figure 2. require too great a bandwidth, and hence are 
transmitted as a “rounded” signal like that at the bottom. The latter signal equals the top
only at points in time spaced uniformly at the symbol interval, and varies much more smo
between those times to minimize the bandwidth.

The example in Figure 2. has two bits per symbol (four levels), but in actuality each symbol
carry  bits (if it had  levels). In commercial systems,  can be as large as , or 25
els for each symbol.

The bitrate can be increased in one of two ways: Either the number of bits per symb
increase, or the symbol rate can increase. The former results from an increase in spect
ciency (see the sidebar "Relationship of Bitrate and Bandwidth" and the following subse
while the latter results from an increase in the bandwidth of the communications medium.

Analogy: Increasing the bits per symbol is analogous to increasing the number of distinct
of blocks on the conveyer belt. Increasing the symbol rate is analogous to using smaller 
and putting them on the conveyer belt more rapidly.

In popular usage, the terms “speed” and “bandwidth” are often used in technically incorre
misleading ways. This is potentially confusing to the unwary, but the sidebar "Clearing Up T
nology" tries to clear this up.

Spectral Efficiency
The spectral efficiency of a communications medium is defined as the ratio of the bitrate 
bandwidth required to transmit that bitrate. Particularly in wireless access, available bandw
limited, so higher spectral efficiency can increase the bitrate available to each user, or a
tively increase the number of users. Although the units of spectral efficiency are bits, for c

Figure 2. A signal like this is transmitted to convey a bitstream on a communi-
cations medium.
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the units are often stated as “bits per second per Hz”, or bits/second-Hz.

Example: It has been demonstrated that each television signal displaced from a cable tele
can support about 30 Mb/s digital transmission. Since the bandwidth allocated to each tel
signal is 6MHz, this is a spectral efficiency of 5 bits/second-Hz.

Particularly in radio systems, there is strong motivation for high spectral efficiency. The
radio spectrum is considered a public good—it is shared by all the citizenry and should b
exploited wisely. In fact, as reflected in the high prices the U.S. government has obtained in
spectral auctions, radio bandwidth also has significant commercial value.

Relationship of Bitrate and Bandwidth

Increasing the number of bits per symbol has no impact on the required bandwidth,
increasing the symbol rate causes the signal to change more rapidly. Intuitively, this imp
that the communications medium should have a greater bandwidth to carry this signal. T
intuitive observations can be stated precisely: The maximum feasible symbol rate and
bandwidth of the communication medium are directly proportional,

EQ 1

with a constant of proportionality  (in practice, ).

Returning to Figure 2., since  bits are conveyed by each symbol,

Bitrate = EQ 2

Thus, the bitrate that can be supported by a communications medium and the bandwid
that medium are proportional,

. EQ 3

and the spectral efficiency is

. EQ 4

Symbol rate α Bandwidth⋅=

α 2≤ α 1.8≈
n

n Symbol rate×

Bitrate α n Bandwidth×⋅=

Spectral efficiency Bitrate Bandwidth⁄ α n⋅= =

Clearing Up Terminology

To the chagrin of engineers, some misleading terminology has become entrenched in net
ing. For example, the term “bandwidth” is widely used in place of “bitrate” to refer to the r
at which bits are carried by a communication link. This terminology is incorrect and misle
ing for bandwidth-constrained media like wireless. The correct usage is “the bitrate is equ
the product of bandwidth and spectral efficiency”.

Another possible point of confusion is the use of the word “speed” to refer to the bitrate o
access link, as in “high-speed Internet access”. As seen here, the term “speed” is best re
to describe the propagation, as in the “speed of light”. While it hasn’t been as important
torically, in broadband communications propagation speed is the ultimate limitation on ap
cation performance.

Another term that is both common and commonly misused is “baud rate” or “baud”, hono
the French engineer Jean-Maurice-Émile Baudot (who invented a telegraph code that i
precursor of ASCII). It is synonymous with the term “symbol rate” used here, but is often m
used by the popular press (and even product literature) to denote bitrate.
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High spectral efficiency can be achieved by choosing large . This raises the following que
Is there any limit on how large  can be? On the two media of interest here—telephone wir
wireless radio—the number of bits per symbol is in fact limited by interference.

Analogy: Interference is analogous to a cocktail party in which many people are trying to
simultaneous but independent conversations in the same room. Each conversation b
unwanted interference to others. As the number of people increases, everybody talks lo
compensate, but this also increases the interference. Ultimately, the number of people t
hold conversations is limited.

Interference is manifested in different ways on the two media:

• In wireless radio, many user’s communications typically share the same radio channe
user’s communication becomes unwanted interference to another user’s legitimate com
cation. Users cannot simply increase their transmitted power to overcome this interfe
because it increases interference as much as the wanted signal.

• The signal carried on one telephone wire results in an unwanted coupling from one w
another—this is called crosstalk.

Interference, by making it difficult to distinguish the different levels, restricts the number o
per symbol in practice, and hence the bitrate and the spectral efficiency. (In the convey
analogy, you can imagine difficulty distinguishing shades of gray as the number of s
increases, particularly with poor lighting.) Increasingly sophisticated techniques can pa
overcome this limitation, but there are fundamental limits that cannot be exceeded (see the
"Limits to Communications").

The Regenerative Effect
Even though digital communication suffers from interference-induced limits, there is a 
workaround—periodic regeneration of the data as discussed in "Technical Properties of In
tion" (Section 8.2.1 on page 210)). Just as data can be preserved over indefinite time per
occasionally regenerating a new replica, the integrity of data can also be preserved over d
by periodically regenerating it. This property of digital communication is one advantage ove
log.

Analogy: In the conveyer belt analogy, suppose the blocks deteriorate as they are carrie
one end to the other. The analogy to regeneration would be to divide the entire distance in
or more separate conveyer belts. As each block comes off one conveyer belt, its c

n
n

Limits to Communications

In an impressive intellectual feat, Claude Shannon surprised and amazed engineers in 19
proving mathematically that the spectral efficiency on a given communication medium d
have fundamental limits. This established a new discipline called “information theory” t
has been vibrant to this day. Previously it was assumed that further improvements w
always follow naturally from harder work or better technology.

Although Shannon tantalizingly proved limits, his techniques did not reveal how to achi
them. It took another 40 years of research and technology advances to begin to app
Shannon’s limits, and then only with very sophisticated techniques on the simplest me
Even today, interference-dominated wireless channels operate far from fundamental limit
considerable advancement can be expected.
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observed and a fresh block with that same color is placed on the next conveyer belt. 
regeneration.

Within the network, regeneration occurs at many points, such as packet switches and inter
devices within communication links called repeaters. This regeneration is an important contrib
tor to data integrity within the network.

Discussion

D1 Discuss the analogy between the regenerative effect in digital communications a
regeneration of genetic material that occurs in each generation of a biological specie

D2 Formulate some ideas for mitigating the cocktail party effect, and consider how s
techniques might aid in increasing the capacity of a wireless channel.

Review
Communication bandwidth is the range of frequencies passed by a wireless or wired mediu
bitrate supported is generally proportional to the bandwidth, and spectral efficiency is the r
bitrate to bandwidth. On these media, spectral efficiency is limited by interference and cro
phenomena. Digital communications has the advantage that the data can be regenerated
cally, removing any noise or distortion.

Concepts
Communications media

• Bandwidth and spectral efficiency

Exercises
E1. Estimate the bitrate for each of the following digital communication channels:

a. Bandwidth 10 KHz, 3 bits per symbol

b. Symbol rate 3000 Hz, spectral efficiency 5 bits/second-Hz

c. Bandwidth 4 MHz, 5 bits for each pair of symbols
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